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of the overlying beds has escaped. We find laid at length

along the hollow bottom, like a pancake in a platter, the lower

ichtbyolitic bed of the formation, so rich in other parts of the

country in animal remains, but which exists in this locality as

a gray brecciated rock, devoid of visible fossils, but so largely

saturated with the organic matter into which they have been

resolved, that, when struck by the hammer, the impalpable

dust set loose affects very sensibly the organs of taste, and

appeals scarce less strongly to those of smell than the swine

stones of England. And it is through this saturated bed that

the mineral waters take their course. Even the upper springs

of the valley, as they pass over it, contract, in a sensible degree,

its peculiar taste and odor. The dweller on the sea-coast is

struck, on entering the pump-room, by the familiarity of the

powerful smell which fills the place. It is that of a muddy

sea-bottom when uncovered by the ebb. He finds that, what

ever else may have changed within the rock since the times of

the Lower Old Red Sandstone, the scent of the ancient ooze

of this system is exactly what it ever was; and he drinks the

water, convinced, if a geologist, that if man did not come early

enough in the day to breakfast on the fish of the Old Red,

Acantliodiens, Diptericn.i, Coccostel, and Pterichtlq,'es, -be has

at least come quite in time enough to gulp down as medicine

an infusion of their juices and their bones.

We strip off the Liasic integument, "as ye peel the g when

ifs fruit is fresh;" and it is with the Upper New Red forma

tion, on which the Lias rests,-its saliferous mans and vast

beds of rock-salt, -that we have now to deal. There occurs

among the superior strata of the formation a bed of variously

colored sandstone, of little depth, but great horizontal extent,

remarkable for containing, what in England at least is compar

atively rare in the New Red, organic remains. We find it
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